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LASERABLE (LASER ENGRAVING)
Acrylic core materials with thin cap surfaces that can be easily engraved with minimal wattage at increased speeds. 
ABS materials are not recommended for lasering applications.

ROTARY ENGRAVABLE/ ROTATING CARBIDE ENGRAVING
This process is suitable for most commercial and industrial work. Unlike diamond-drag, rotary engraving is the only 
means of engraving plastic materials with controlled depth.

FRONT ENGRAVABLE 
The cap layer is engraved or lasered through to expose the core layer, thus providing  a color contrast between cap 
and core.

UV-LED PRINTABLE
Acrylic sheet materials developed to be print receptive with most UV-LED printing inks and light sources.

HEAT TRANSFER
Substrate that accepts toner from heat transfer sheets. 

LOOK FOR THESE KEY ICONS THROUGHOUT THE CATALOG DISPLAYING FEATURES OF SPECIFIC MATERIALS:
Icons

HT
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Picture Frames HT
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White Photo Frame

These photo frames makes for the perfect gift or stylish 
home décor. These frames are made of MDF material and 
can be used as a tabletop piece or mounted on the wall. For 
mounting, there are two key holes; one located on the 
7.75" (9") side and the other located on the 9.75" (11") side.  
Add personalization using Heat Transfer, Laser Engraving, 
Rotary Engraving, or UV-LED.

A. 7.75" x 9.75"               4" x 6" photo HD101W
B. 9" x 11"            11" x 7" photo HD103W

Item comes blank for personalization

Tabletop or Wall Decor

White Faux Wood Photo Frame

These white barnwood style photo frames makes for 
awesome gifts or stylish home décor. These frames are 
made of MDF material and can be used as a tabletop piece or 
mounted on the wall. For mounting, there are two key holes; 
once located along the 7.75" (8.75") side and the other located 
along the 9.75" (10.75") side. Add personalization using Heat 
Transfer, Laser Engraving, Rotary Engraving, or UV-LED.

A. 7.75" x 9.75"                 4" x 6" photo HD104FW
B. 8.75" x 10.75"                5" x 7" photo HD105FW

Item comes blank for personalization

Tabletop or Wall Decor

Light Faux Wood Photo Frame

These barnwood style photo frames makes for an awesome 
gift or stylish home décor. These frames are made of MDF 
material and can be used as a tabletop piece or mounted on 
the wall. For mounting, there are two key holes; once located 
along the 7.75" (8.75") side and the other located along the 
9.75" (10.75") side. Add personalization using Heat Transfer, 
Laser Engraving, Rotary Engraving, or UV-LED.

C. 7.75" x 9.75"                  4" x 6" photo HD106FW
D. 8.75" x 10.75"                5" x 7" photo HD107FW

Item comes blank for personalization

Tabletop or Wall Decor

White Faux Wood Photo Frame

Printed with a white wash finish and MDF core makes this 
product work great with Laser Engraving, Rotary Engraving, Heat 
Transfer, and UV-LED. This frame can be used as tabletop décor 
that sits with 1" thickness. Use this as the perfect gift or home 
decor item!

C. 7" x 7"        4" x 6" photo HD109FW

Item comes blank for personalization

Tabletop Decor

800.869.7800 • JPPLUS.COM



Ornaments & Coasters HT
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** not available for UV-LED printing
* not available for heat transfer
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Faux Sliced Log Ornaments
Decorate your Christmas tree with the perfect faux wood 
log ornament! These ornaments are 3.5" x 3.75" and the 
faux wood rings work from the center of the ornament to the 
outside of the ornament. Made of HDF material, these items 
can be used with Heat Transfer, Laser Engraving, Rotary 
Engraving, and UV-LED printing. 

A. Faux Wood HD134FW
B. White Wash Wood HD135FW
C. Faux Wood HD136FW
D. Printed “Merry Christmas" HD137FW

Item comes blank for personalization

Ornaments
Turn your Christmas tree into your own creation with these 
personalized shaped ornaments that you can treasure 
forever. These creative ornaments can be used with Heat 
Transfer, Laser Engraving, Rotary Engraving and UV-LED 
Printing (unless otherwise noted).

E. Nativity             5" x 2.25" HD138FW**
F. Stocking             3.5" x 5.25" HD139R*
G. Tree             3.5" x 4.5" HD140G*
H. Light Faux Wood            3.875" x 4.25" HD141FW

Item comes blank for personalization

White Wood Pallet Coaster

This white wood coaster resembles a rustic pallet and is 
perfect for any décor. Made of Pine Wood, this coaster 
measures at 3.875" x 3.875" and can be used for Heat 
Transfer, Laser Engraving, Rotary Engraving, and UV-LED 
printing. 

A. 3.875" x 3.875"                0.75" thick HD108B

Item comes blank for personalization

Tabletop Decor

Wood Puzzle Coaster

Use this four-pack wood puzzle coaster set as a personal 
addition to your home or as a great small gift! The coasters 
are made from Alder wood and measure at 4.8" x 4.8" to fit 
perfectly on any tabletop. Add personalization using Heat 
Transfer, Laser Engraving, and Rotary Engraving. This item is 
not recommended for UV-LED printing. 

B. 4.8" x 4.8"                         .125" thick HD102B**

Item comes blank for personalization

Tabletop Decor

For pricing, visit JPPLUS.com • Pricing subject to change without notice
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Tags & Crosses HT

* not available for heat transfer
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Wood Luggage Tag
Differentiate your luggage from the next! This luggage 
tag will look great attached to your luggage set or bag. 
Personalize this MDF wood tag using Heat Transfer, 
Laser Engraving, Rotary Engraving or UV-LED printing.

A. 2" x 3.5"                     0.2" thick HD143WD

Item comes blank for personalization

Hanging White Mini Cross 
Hang this mini cross in your car, window, doorknob or pin 
it to your v  for a sweet, personal touch. Measuring at 7" x 
5", made of MDF material, use it for Heat Transfer, Laser 
Engraving, Rotary Engraving or UV-LED Printing. 

B. 6 x 4.2"                        0.125" thick HD142W

Item comes blank for personalization

Wood Crosses 8" x 11.5"

These wood crosses measures at 8"x11.5" with a 
thickness of 0.75". Use these crosses to mount on 
any wall with a key hole along the top or sit on your 
tabletop with the insert included! Made of MDF 
material, this cross can be used for Heat Transfer, Laser 
Engraving, Rotary Engraving, and UV-LED Printing. 

A. White            0.75" thick HD117W
B. Pink           0.75" thick HD118P
C. Blue           0.75" thick HD119BL
D. Cherry           0.75" thick HD120CH*

Tabletop or Wall Decor

Item comes blank for personalization

Wood Crosses 7" x 11"

These straight line crosses measure at 7" x 11" with 
a thickness of 0.5". Use these crosses to mount on 
any wall with a key hole along the top. Made of MDF 
material, this cross can be used for Laser Engraving, 
Rotary Engraving, and UV-LED Printing. 
E. Cherry              0.5" thick HD121CH*
F. Ivory              0.5" thick HD122I

Wall Decor

Item comes blank for personalization

Wood Crosses 12" x 16"

These faux wood crosses measure at 12" x 16" with 
a thickness of 0.75". Use these crosses to mount on 
any wall with a key hole along the top. Made of MDF 
material, this cross can be used for Heat Transfer, Laser 
Engraving, Rotary Engraving, and UV-LED Printing. 

G. White                 0.75" thick HD123FW
H. Light Wood                0.75" thick HD124FW

Wall Decor

Item comes blank for personalization 800.869.7800 • JPPLUS.COM



Framed & Hanging Signs HT
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Sculpted Framed Sign

This white faux wood sign wood look great on any wall 
or tabletop in your home! Made of MDF material with 
a pine wood frame, this piece sits on a tabletop or can 
be mounted (mounting accessories not included). Use 
the removable white insert for Heat Transfer, Laser 
Engraving, Rotary Engraving, and UV-LED printing. 

A. 12.6" x 12.6"     1.375" thick HD125FW

Item comes blank for personalization

Tabletop or Wall Decor

Pine Wood Framed Signs

These faux wood signs would look great on any wall 
or tabletop in your home! Made of MDF material with 
a pine wood frame, these pieces sit on a tabletop or 
can be mounted (mounting accessories not included). 
Use the removable white insert for Heat Transfer, Laser 
Engraving, Rotary Engraving, and UV-LED printing. 

B. 18" x 11.5"       2" thick HD156FW
C. 11" x 11"       2" thick HD157FW

Item comes blank for personalization

Tabletop or Wall Decor

White Faux Round Sign

This round faux wood sign has a bordered rim 
surrounding the heart of the sign, a recessed hole for 
mounting and will sit 0.75" from the wall. Add a family 
name, significant date, or inspirational quote using 
Heat Transfer, Laser Engraving, Rotary Engraving or 
UV-LED Printing.

D. Round 12" x 12"          0.75" thick HD163FW 

Item comes blank for personalization

Wall Decor

Faux Wood Hanging Signs

Turn these simple signs into fantastic additions 
to any room or door with your own unique 
personalization. Using the mounting rope attached, 
add this to any wall measuring at 4.5" x 10". Made 
of MDF material, this product can be used for Heat 
Transfer, Laser Engraving, Rotary Engraving and 
UV-LED printing. 
A. Light Wood             0.25" thick HD110FW
B. Birds Printed             0.25" thick HD112FW

Wall Decor

Item comes blank for personalization

Item comes blank for personalization

Faux Wood Hanging Banner Sign

The perfect faux wood sign is made in a banner 
design to hang on any wall or door! Made of MDF 
Material. You can use this piece for Heat Transfer, 
Laser Engraving, Rotary Engraving, and UV-LED 
Printing. 
C. 8.5" x 11"          0.25" thick HD126FW

Wall Decor

Faux Wood Keyholder

Use this faux wood keyholder to collect your keys 
on the way in or out of the house! This piece for the 
wall has four hooks for use. For mounting purposes, 
there are two key holes. Made of MDF Material 
you can use this piece for Heat Transfer, Laser 
Engraving, Rotary Engraving, and UV-LED Printing.

D. 10" x 5"       1.5" thick HD132FW

Item comes blank for personalization

Wall Decor

For pricing, visit JPPLUS.com • Pricing subject to change without notice



Wall Puzzle HT
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Wall Puzzle 12" x 12"

"Piece" your family and friends together in any 
direction with this personalized puzzle piece. 
Measuring at 12" x 12" and using the recessed holes 
along two sides, you can easily mount this to the wall! 
Made of MDF Material, use this for Heat Transfer, Laser 
Engraving, Rotary Engraving, and UV-LED Printing. 

A. Ivory          0.5" thick HD129I
B. White Faux Wood        0.5" thick HD130FW

Item comes blank for personalization

Wall Decor

White Plaque

These white plaques are a great piece to display in 
your home or office. Made of MDF Material, you can 
use the key hole for mounting to your wall or use the 
tabletop accessory that is included to sit at your desk 
or table. Add personalization using Heat Transfer, Laser 
Engraving, Rotary Engraving and UV-LED Printing. 

A. 6" x 8"       0.5" thick HD114W
B. 10" x 10"       0.5" thick HD127W
C. 5.5" x 5.5"       0.5" thick HD150W

Item comes blank for personalization

Tabletop or Wall Decor

800.869.7800 • JPPLUS.COM



Wall & Tabletop Decor HT

Faux Sliced Log Tabletop Stick

These faux log signs gives your style the look and feel of 
real wood. Made of MDF material, these signs will look 
great on any tabletop or mounted on the wall! Along the 
top of the piece, there is a recessed hole for mounting. 
Add personalization by using Heat Transfer, Laser 
Engraving, Rotary Engraving, and UV-LED printing. 

A. 16" x 5.75"     0.75" thick HD152FW
B. 11.75" x 4"     0.75" thick HD153FW

Item comes blank for personalization

Faux Wood Sliced Log Sign

This faux log sign gives your style the look and feel 
of real wood. Made of MDF material and measuring 
at 4.25"x6" this sign will look great on any tabletop or 
mounted on the wall! There are two recessed holes used 
for mounting and accessory is included for tabletop.  This 
piece can be used for Heat Transfer, Laser Engraving, 
Rotary Engraving, and UV-LED printing. 

C. 12" x 9"      0.25" thick HD111FW 
D. 4.25" x 6"      0.25" thick HD144FW

Item comes blank for personalization
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Tabletop or Wall Decor

Tabletop or Wall Decor

Home Sweet Home Rectangle Sign

This sign reads "Home Sweet Home" in the center and 
will give you a beautiful rustic shutter look.  Use this 
sign to hang on any wall using the two recessed holes 
for mounting. Made of MDF material, you can add 
personalization by using Heat Transfer, Laser Engraving, 
Rotary Engraving, or UV-LED Printing. 

B. 10.5" x 17"          0.75" thick HD133FW

Item comes with “Home Sweet Home" already printed

Wall Decor

White Faux Wood Tabletop Sign

This white 5.5" x 15.75" x 0.5" tabletop sign will look 
great in any home. Use for mounting with the recessed 
hole along the top or sit on your tabletop. This sign 
is made of MDF material and can be used for Heat 
Transfer, Laser Engraving, Rotary Engraving, and UV-
LED Printing. Make it unique by adding a name, date or 
motivational quote!

C. 15.75" x 5.5"              0.5" thick HD151FW

Item comes blank for personalization

Tabletop or Wall Decor

White Faux Wood Sign

This is a beautiful 10.5"x17" sign to mount to any wall 
in your home or office to make your space unique! 
Two recessed holes are to be used for mounting along 
the top and side of the sign. Made of MDF material, 
this piece can be used with Heat Transfer, Laser 
Engraving, Rotary Engraving, and UV-LED printing. 

A. 10.5" x 17"           0.375" thick HD113FW

Item comes blank for personalization

Wall Decor

For pricing, visit JPPLUS.com • Pricing subject to change without notice



Wall & Tabletop Decor HT

Faux Wood Boxed Sign

These beautiful home décor pieces are made of MDF 
material with 1.6" thickness and can be placed on any 
tabletop or mounted on the wall. Add personalization 
with Heat Laser Engraving, Rotary Engraving, and UV-
LED printing. This piece is not recommended for Heat 
Transfer and does not include a recessed mounting or 
accessories for mounting.

A. White             1.625" thick HD154FW*
B. Light Wood             1.625" thick HD155FW*

Item comes blank for personalization

* not available for heat transfer
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White Faux Wood Block Sign

There is no limit for the creativity you can use to make 
these rustic white signs your own! These tabletop 
pieces are made of MDF material. Add a personal 
touch for your home or gift using Laser Engraving, 
Rotary Engraving, and UV-LED printing. 

A. 3.5" x 5"           1" thick HD160FW*
B. 3.5" x 3.5"          1.5" thick HD159FW*
C. 10" x 3.5"          1" thick HD161FW*
D. 11.75" x 2.5"          0.75" thick HD162FW*

Item comes blank for personalization

Tabletop Decor

Tabletop or Wall Decor

800.869.7800 • JPPLUS.COM



Wall and Tabletop Decor HT

White Faux Wood Shutter Sign

This white wash sign will give you the beautiful rustic 
shutter look. This sign measures at 3.25" x 17.25", has 
a thickness of 0.5", and is made of MDF material. Sit 
this on any tabletop or mount to the wall using the 
recessed hole along the top or recessed hole on the 
side. Add personalization using Heat Transfer, Laser 
Engraving, Rotary Engraving, or UV-LED printing. 

A. 17.25" x 6.25"               0.5" thick HD158FW

Item comes blank for personalization

Home Sweet Home Sign

This sign reads "Home Sweet Home" along the top and 
leaves room to add your personal touch! This piece will 
sit 0.5" off the wall and measures at 5.5" x 15.75". There is 
a recessed hole for mounting along the 15.75" side. Made 
of MDF material, use this piece for Heat Transfer, Laser 
Engraving, Rotary Engraving, and UV-LED Printing. 

B. 15.75" x 5.5"               0.5" thick HD115FW

Item comes with “Home Sweet Home" already printed

White Faux Wood Plaque

This white faux wood plaque is the perfect 
addition for your wall! This frame is made of MDF 
material and has two key holes; one located on 
the 12" side and the other located on the 16" side.  
Add personalization using Heat Transfer, Laser 
Engraving, Rotary Engraving, or UV-LED.

A. 12" x 16"     0.5" thick HD116FW

Item comes blank for personalization
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Wall Decor

White Faux Wood Round Sign

This white faux wood round sign is the perfect 
addition for your wall! This sign is made of MDF 
material, will sit 0.5" off the wall, and has one key 
hole for mounting. You can also use this for tabletop 
with the accessory included.  Add personalization 
using Heat Transfer, Laser Engraving, Rotary 
Engraving, or UV-LED.

B. 10" x 10"     0.5" thick HD131FW

Item comes blank for personalization

Tabletop or Wall Decor

Wall Decor

Wall Decor

For pricing, visit JPPLUS.com • Pricing subject to change without notice



EVERYTHING 
YOU NEED, all in one place!

LASER ENGRAVING

UV-LED PRINTING

ROTARY ENGRAVING

SUBLIMATION

HEAT TRANSFER

JPPLUS.COM • 1-800-869-7800
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